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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
The development of the Downtown/East Side
Choice Neighborhoods Plan was accomplished
by actively engaging public housing and
neighborhood residents in a collaborative
planning process. The process involved
community engagement activities designed
to build capacity so that the vision and action
plan that form the Downtown/East Side Choice
Neighborhoods Plan have strong community
support. The agenda is ambitious, but one
that has been developed by and for the
residents of the target housing and surrounding
neighborhood with the active support of the
Housing Authority, the City, and a host of
organizational and community partners.

Despite the efforts of the City, County and other
partners over the last decade, the Downtown/
East Side Choice Neighborhood continues to
face significant challenges including vacancy and
high levels of poverty. The Housing Authority’s
efforts to rehabilitate or build new housing to
replace the Sunrise, Mackler and Bergen family
properties (also referred to as “target housing”
in our plan) can be the catalyst to neighborhood
revitalization.
The overall goal is to establish a climate for
positive change and investment. Every journey
begins with a single step. The strategies and
projects presented in the Downtown/East Side
Choice Neighborhoods Plan are how we will
begin our journey.
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Executive Summary

* This map is for illustrative purposes only. Final project details and locations will be determined at a later date.
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DOWNTOWN / EAST SIDE VISION

NEIGHBORHOOD
VISION
The Downtown/East Side is a
clean, attractive, safe and inviting
neighborhood.
» Demolition of vacant buildings continues
» Street lighting is upgraded
» Community safety partnerships grow
» Housing is improved through rehabilitation
and new construction
» New neighborhood amenities are added to
meet needs of a growing neighborhood
• Park/play fields/walking paths
• Community center
• Early childhood center
• Black-owned businesses
» Economic development obstacles are
overcome

HOUSING
VISION

PEOPLE
VISION

Public housing is transformed so that it
is a community asset.
» Interim renovation and beautification
investments are made to improve livability
and enhance visual curb appeal
» A new community center accommodates a
range of activities and programs

Residents are self-sufficient and have
easy access to amenities and services to
meet their daily needs.
» Transportation options are known and used
» Food security (grocery stores/food pantries/
mobile food options) is the norm
» Health care access is improved

» New mixed-income housing located south
of Lincoln Highway brings public housing
residents closer to existing neighborhood
assets

» New business development improves
choice

» Public housing residents are no longer
isolated or living in close proximity to active
industrial uses

» Educational opportunities improve family
outcomes

» Children are safer because they no longer
have to cross Lincoln Highway to get to
school

» Investment in youth is a priority

» Gathering places and programs are
available to residents
» Neighborhood-based self-sufficiency
resources are promoted and used
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NEIGHBORHOOD PLAN HIGHLIGHTS
OVERVIEW
This section of our Plan addresses a range of
quality-of-life concerns, organized under the
broad headings of Neighborhood Improvement,
Safety, and Economic Development. It includes a
variety of carefully crafted physical improvement
projects, including the construction of new
housing, neighborhood facilities and streetscape
enhancements designed to create a more
attractive neighborhood. Economic development
and safety strategies and initiatives will help
attract new investment, stabilize property values
and create a safer neighborhood.
The Downtown/East Side Neighborhood
has suffered from falling property values,
deterioration and disinvestment for many years.
This phenomenon has impacted not only this
neighborhood but the surrounding region as
well. Community stakeholders have engaged in a
number of planning efforts designed to develop
strategies to help reverse these impacts, with
few results to show for their efforts. Linking the
development of new mixed-income housing by
the Housing Authority with the broader City-led
neighborhood revitalization effort is a critical
element in the successful transformation.
These strategies and projects build upon the
City’s ongoing Downtown/East Side improvement
efforts and the Housing Authority’s commitment
to improve the quality of life for its residents.
A number of other potential partners will be
engaged as the implementation of these projects
begins.
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STRATEGIES
NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSING STRATEGY
Build on existing programs and available funding to
develop new housing in the Downtown/East Side
Choice Neighborhood and rehabilitate existing units
where possible.
NEIGHBORHOOD FACILITIES STRATEGY

NEIGHBORHOOD
IMPROVEMENT

Work to attract or develop new amenities to
supplement existing resources that serve the
Downtown/East Side residents.
STREETSCAPE & BEAUTIFICATION STRATEGY
Make public infrastructure investments to improve
circulation and aesthetics in support of private
investment efforts.

COMMUNITY SAFETY STRATEGY

SAFETY

Engage the community in identifying and addressing
safety concerns, and undertake community
improvements designed to create a safer
neighborhood.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY

ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT

Work to attract business and industrial investment to
improve the City’s tax base and expand employment
opportunities for residents.

NEIGHBORHOOD IMPROVEMENT
Priority Outcomes
» Distressed housing is replaced with energy
efficient, financially viable, mixed income
housing that is sustainable over time.
» Neighborhood amenities are as good or
better than those available in other Chicago
Heights neighborhoods and nearby towns.

Framing the Challenge
Over the past decade, the City of Chicago
Heights has been actively engaged in an
effort to demolish vacant and dilapidated
buildings. Today, the City is responsible for the
maintenance of nearly 1,000 vacant lots in the
Downtown/East Side Choice Neighborhood.
Much of the remaining housing stock is in need
of rehabilitation or demolition. Many units
are occupied by low and moderate income
households, often with long-time homeowners.
Property values are stagnant or have fallen,
with a high tax rate that discourages investment
in improvements. Lincoln Highway carries
substantial truck traffic and divides the East
Side residential neighborhood. While providing
employment opportunities, the industrial uses
that ring the neighborhood also adversely impact
the residential environment.

Turning the Page

Strategic Implementation Actions

As the City’s work to rid the neighborhood
of vacant, derelict buildings, address safety
issues and improve infrastructure continues,
several improvement projects have been
identified through the Choice Neighborhoods
planning process that promise to build positive
momentum for future development initiatives.
These improvements include the construction
of new housing, development of new open
space amenities, and streetscape enhancements
to improve visual appearance. The tangible
results of these projects will create an attractive
environment where people feel safe and have
new housing opportunities.

» Neighborhood Housing Strategy
• Veterans housing project
• Housing rehabilitation and infill
development
» Neighborhood Facilities Strategy
• Lincoln-Gavin park
• Community center
• Neighborhood connections project
• Town Square
• 13th Street extension
» Streetscape & Beautification Strategy
• Streetscape improvements
• Industrial/residential landscape
buffers

= Priority Project
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SAFETY
Priority Outcomes
» Residents are living in a safer environment.
» Chicago Heights is recognized as a safe
community.
» Residents and the Chicago Heights Police
are partners in safety.

Framing the Challenge
Safety is a concern that plagues many distressed
neighborhoods and the Downtown / East Side is
no exception. There are agreed upon issues such
as poor street lighting, vacant and abandoned
buildings, and crime. Some neighborhood
residents believe that the neighborhood is
getting better, while others believe that it is
getting worse. Gun violence/shots fired, violent
crime and drug sales/use were identified as the
top three safety issues by residents. Residents
generally feel safe during the day, but slightly
less so at night. Groups of people loitering or just
hanging out are further safety concerns.
Vacant buildings provide locations for criminal
activity to occur and places where unauthorized
individuals loiter. The City is actively addressing
these issues through its Vacant Property Registry
and the demolition of vacant and dilapidated
buildings. However, funding is limited and has
yet to fully address the need.
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Turning the Page
In order to improve the overall quality of life in
the Downtown / East Side, the neighborhood
must become demonstrably safe and attractive
to reinforce positive perceptions of safety.
It is a credit to the City that residents feel
comfortable reporting criminal activity and are
interested in working with the Chicago Heights
Police Department to address safety issues. The
strategic implementation actions listed under the
community safety strategy build upon ongoing
City initiatives and community conversations
throughout the process.
There is also the opportunity to improve
intersection safety along Lincoln Highway as
coordinated investments in new housing and
community facilities are made. Initial steps
include improving crosswalks at the Lincoln
Highway/Wentworth and Lincoln/Highway Center
intersections. A longer term action would be
to eliminate certain intersections along Lincoln
Highway to improve safety as an element of the
overall housing and neighborhood revitalization
plan.

Strategic Implementation Actions
» Safety Strategy
• Community safety engagement
initiative
• Lincoln Highway intersection safety
improvement project
• Vacant Property Registry
• Demolition of vacant and dilapidated
buildings

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Priority Outcomes
» Residents can easily access jobs,
commercial services and other community
amenities.
» The Downtown/East Side Choice
Neighborhood attracts private investment.
» Chicago Heights becomes a place where
homeowners and businesses want to
invest.

Framing the Challenge
There are a variety of economic challenges
facing the Downtown / East Side. There is
little current interest in investment among
businesses and homeowners due to persistently
high tax rates and low property values. The
loss of neighborhood population over the last
few decades means that there are relatively
few potential local retail customers, and little
reason for customers to come from other
neighborhoods. The remaining retail businesses
include several liquor/convenience stores and
other undesirable commercial uses in prominent
locations. These uses create a negative visual
image and may deter other more positive
commercial investment.

Turning the Page

Strategic Implementation Actions

The City has a robust economic development
program that is linked to regional initiatives
designed to improve economic investment
opportunities throughout Chicago’s South
Suburbs. The redevelopment potential of the
former St. James Hospital property represents
a unique opportunity to repurpose this
lost community anchor for new economic
possibilities. A portion of the property has been
identified as the site for the veterans housing
project. The property owner is working with
the City to explore development options for
the remaining land. The Housing Authority has
also made a major investment in its decision to
relocate its central management office with 30 to
50 employees to Downtown Chicago Heights.

» Economic Development Strategy
• Business investment initiative
• Housing Authority Central
Management Office relocation project

= Priority Project

A Downtown tax increment finance district is
in place. Tax increment financing is a common
economic development tool that allows
property taxes from new development and
redevelopment within a defined geographic area
and used to support economic growth in that
area.
Much of the East Side neighborhood is located
within the boundaries of a federally-designated
Opportunity Zone. Opportunity Zones are a
new tool designed to attract private investment
through the deferral and/or reduction in federal
capital gains taxes. Eligible projects include
business investments, investments in real estate
and new equipment and other assets.

Chicago Heights Downtown / East Side Choice Neighborhoods Plan
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HOUSING PLAN HIGHLIGHTS
OVERVIEW
The Daniel P. Bergen Homes (1953), John Mackler
Homes (1954) and Sunrise Apartments (1962)
all suffer from fundamental design deficiencies
that cannot be adequately addressed without
substantial rehabilitation or reconstruction.
Perhaps the most serious issue is the location of
these family properties – immediately adjacent
to heavy industry and far removed from
commercial and community service uses. These
impediments create an environment of isolation
and disconnection that cannot be remedied by
rehabilitation alone.
The Housing Plan will be implemented in
phases with rehabilitated housing and new
development. Each phase is expected to have
a catalytic effect on the surrounding area.
The new development is strategically located
to spur future investment while maintaining
current assets and neighborhood identity.
Complementary neighborhood amenities
are planned to serve residents. The Housing
Authority of Cook County will be the lead
developer during the initial phases, and may
bring in other developers, if necessary, as future
phases are implemented.
Multiple sources of financing will be needed,
including Low Income Housing Tax Credits
(LIHTC) through the Illinois Housing Development
Authority (IHDA). IHDA also operates the state
donation tax credit program. Cook County
has HOME, CDBG, transportation and energy
conservation funds that can also be pursued.
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Local foundations and non-for-profits that
have been working in the South Suburbs are
also sources of potential funding. Finally,
much of the area proposed for housing
development is located in an Illinoisdesignated Opportunity Zone which allows
investors to defer capital gains taxes from a
prior investment if funds are invested for a
period of at least 7 years. This investment
can take many forms including real estate
development and acquisition and the
purchase of or investment in existing and new
businesses including real estate.
The Housing Authority’s relocation strategy
will meet or exceed all HUD requirements. The
phased redevelopment process is designed
to minimize the amount of relocation and
disruption to residents during implementation.
The Housing Authority understands the need
to exercise great sensitivity toward residents
for relocation activities and will proactively
communicate with each resident and their
families throughout the process. All target
housing residents that are lease compliant
at the time of the potential displacement will
have the right to return to the redeveloped
housing as construction is completed and
the units become available. The Housing
Authority’s relocation plan and right to return
policy will be drafted with the assistance of
an expert relocation agent and support of
the residents. There will be no out of pocket
expenses borne by the residents, so long as
the expenses are reasonable.

NEAR-TERM PHASING

PHASE 1

Sunrise/Bergen Improvements

Improvements include the renovation of the Sunrise and Bergen
properties, except for Sunrise units near Mackler Homes, north of
12th Street.

PHASE 2

Mixed-Income Housing &
Community Center Development

This phase of target housing transformation involves construction of
approximately 80 units of new, mixed-income housing on available
vacant land south of Lincoln Highway. A community building is
planned to serve Housing Authority tenants and neighborhood
residents. Development is dependent on securing the necessary
financing (tax credits, Opportunity Zone investments, etc.).

PHASE 3

Mackler/Sunrise Demolition

Following relocation of the Mackler/Sunrise households north of
12th Street, these public housing units will be demolished. The
Housing Authority will work with the City to offer this property for
sale to an appropriate end user/developer, with HUD’s approval.

LONG-TERM PHASING

PHASES 4+5

Mixed-Income Residential
Development

These development phases would include two additional
phases of 80+ housing units, each for families remaining in
the Sunrise Apartments and other affordable and market-rate
households.

PHASE 6

Sunrise Apartments Demolition

Following relocation of Sunrise households the remaining target
housing units would be demolished. The Housing Authority
will work with the City to identify an appropriate land use plan
so that this property can be repurposed for an appropriate
redevelopment project, with HUD’s approval.
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PEOPLE PLAN HIGHLIGHTS
PEOPLE PLAN
OVERVIEW
This section of our Plan addresses topics
designed to ensure that residents are healthy,
self-sufficient and that they and their children
are academically successful and career ready.
While the public housing residents that live at the
Sunrise, Mackler and Bergen properties are the
primary focus of these initiatives, neighborhood
residents are expected to benefit as well. This
is especially true since the demographic profile
of neighborhood and public housing residents
is similar. People Plan strategies and strategic
implementation actions are designed to improve
opportunities for the low- and moderate-income
households that call the Downtown/ East Side
Choice Neighborhood home.

STRATEGIES
EDUCATION ENGAGEMENT STRATEGY

EDUCATION &
YOUTH

Develop and implement initiatives designed to
improve school attendance in order to improve
test scores and academic outcomes over time and
better connect parents and children to educational
resources.
INVESTMENT IN YOUTH STRATEGY
Build on existing programs for youth and new
program ideas to fill service gaps and ensure that all
neighborhood youth have the tools needed to succeed
academically and grow into self-sufficient adults.
WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY

WORKFORCE
DEVELOPMENT
& SELFSUFFICIENCY

Coordinate efforts to improve the skills of the local
workforce in order to meet the needs of current
and future Chicago Heights employers and improve
employment opportunities for residents.
SELF-SUFFICIENCY STRATEGY
Engage residents through information campaigns and
programs so that they are aware of the resources
available as they work to improve their lives.
HEALTH STRATEGY

HEALTH
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Insure continued access to health care services,
facilities to promote healthy lifestyles, and affordable,
nutritious food to address food insecurity challenges.

EDUCATION & YOUTH
Priority Outcomes
» Children enter kindergarten ready to learn.
» Children are proficient in core academic
subjects.
» All youth graduate from high school and are
college- or career-ready.

Framing the Challenge
Quality education is a prerequisite in creating
neighborhoods of choice. Students must be
positioned to fulfill their academic potential. The
education system must be viewed holistically
(preschool through college). Optics are critical;
the region must recognize the success the
education system has achieved. Poor school
attendance, low test scores, and a lack of college
preparedness are all cause for concern. Children
must be in school to learn the curriculum; this
has been a persistent issue for neighborhood
schools. There are numerous afterschool
programs available to neighborhood youth,
but nearly a quarter of the children of resident
needs assessment survey respondents indicated
that their children did not participate in these
activities on a regular basis. Similarly, not all
children have access to a computer at home, an
increasingly important educational tool.

Turning the Page

Strategic Implementation Actions

The Choice Neighborhoods planning process
created an opportunity for educators,
the Housing Authority and others serving
neighborhood youth to engage in discussions
concerning ways to more fully engage students
and parents and improve academic outcomes.
Parents are generally happy with the quality of
the neighborhood schools that their children
attend. Most parents have met their children’s
teachers and feel welcome at their schools.
However, educators pointed to the need
to improve and maintain consistent school
attendance. Continuing investment in youth
programming is also recognized as a priority.

» Education Engagement Strategy
• 5-step campaign for improving
attendance from preschool to high
school
• Kindergarten readiness initiative
» Investment in Youth Strategy
• “Summer slide” reduction project
• Youth training coffee shop

= Priority Project
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WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT &
SELF-SUFFICIENCY
Priority Outcomes
» Households are economically stable and
self-sufficient
» Residents can easily access jobs,
commercial services and other community
amenities.

Framing the Challenge
Many Downtown / East Side residents are
economically challenged. Nearly 42% of the
Sunrise/Mackler/Bergen target household needs
assessment survey respondents indicated that
they were not working for pay, compared with
16% of neighborhood survey households. While
34% of neighborhood survey respondents report
working more than 35 hours per week, only
16% of target housing households could say
the same. Connecting unemployed and underemployed residents to job workforce centers,
apprenticeship initiatives and job opportunities
will help build economically stable households
that can afford to better housing and continue
on the road to long-term self-sufficiency.
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Turning the Page
Unlike many economically challenged
communities, the Downtown / East Side
has excellent public transportation. The
neighborhood is home to a large Pace bus
terminal and is a short ride to nearby regional
Metra commuter rail lines. This allows residents
without cars to easily access jobs, school,
shopping and services throughout the region.
Equally important are the comprehensive
workforce development training and services
provided by Prairie State College and other
workforce development partners. Finally, the
strong local industrial employment base provides
a variety of job opportunities for workers with
the proper training and skills. Addressing the
apparent mismatch between resident skills and
employer needs and making sure that residents
are aware of all of the resources available to
them are issues that our strategies are designed
to address.

Strategic Implementation Actions
» Workforce Development Strategy
• Workforce development initiative
• Business - Prairie State College
roundtable lunch and conference
• Grow local teacher talent pool
» Self-Sufficiency Strategy
• EnVision Center
• Self-sufficiency programming
• Public transit awareness campaign

= Priority Project

HEALTH
Priority Outcomes
» Children, youth, and adults are physically
and mentally healthy.
» Access to health care is improved by
reducing social inequities in income, wealth,
power and status and taking a “health in all
policies” approach.

Framing the Challenge
The recent closure of St. James Hospital in
Chicago Heights was a major loss for the
community. Residents no longer have easy
access to emergency or urgent care facilities.
The top three chronic health issues identified
by residents are high blood pressure, asthma
and diabetes. Most residents responding to
the needs assessment survey reported having
insurance and little difficulty accessing health
care. Food insecurity is an issue for a significant
number of households, with both public housing
and neighborhood households reporting that
they do not always have enough money for food.
Lack of a gym or neighborhood walking/running
path were identified as barriers to exercise, along
with neighborhood safety concerns.

Turning the Page

Strategic Implementation Actions

There is a broad range of medical service
providers that continue to serve Downtown/
East Side residents. Based on the needs
identified during the Choice Neighborhoods
planning process, strategic implementation
actions designed to improve health outcomes
are directed toward addressing the issue of
food insecurity, improving neighborhood-based
fitness opportunities and filing the service gaps
caused by the closure of St. James Hospital.

» Health Strategy
• Healthy Lifestyle Campaign
• Urgent/emergency care center
• Mobile grocery store

= Priority Project

As implementation of priority projects like the
veterans housing project moves ahead, there
appears to be emerging provider interest in
developing new full service medical facilities
within the Downtown/East Side Choice
Neighborhood. There is also interest in working
to improve resident access to healthy foods
through non-traditional alternatives such as
a mobile grocery store. The desire for new
recreational amenities is being implemented
through projects such as the new Lincoln-Gavin
Park.
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